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ENHANCING URBAN CLIMATE CHANGE RESILIENCE

7 Qualities of Urban Climate Change Resilience

1. Reflective
Learn from experience, adapt to unpredictability

2. Robust
Well-conceived, constructed, and managed; anticipate 

failure.
3. Redundant

Spare capacity to accommodate disruption
4. Flexible

Evolve and adapt to changing circumstances
5. Resourceful

Readily available, multiple ways to deal with shocks and 
stresses

6. Inclusive
Broad consultation and engagement of communities

7. Integrated
Integration and alignment between city systems



“resilient infrastructure is 
different from resilience 
infrastructure”





WHY OF INTEREST TO ADB?

• Collaboration of URF and OPPP

• OPPP: risk reduction and - management critical for transaction advice
• A city that is not resilient is not a good investment

• URF: mainstream resilience and climate change awareness into ADB
• Combine strategy with opportunities for pilot/prototypes/examples



MASTERPLAN REVIEW PROCESS

• Review of Masterplan (through workshops and design research), leads to

• Masterplan Addendum, leads to

• River Study, leads to

• Resilience Framework, leads to

• Design Guidelines and Program Management



NCC MASTER PLAN REVIEW ADDENDUM

Climate Risk and Adaptation

Issues

• Unclear use of climate data

• Homogeneous design criteria

Suggestions

• Use the latest data regarding rainfall and 
temperature projections

• Use data consistently

• Design for the 2050 projections (high range 
emission scenario) 

• Explore the use of different design criteria in 
different situations

Return Period Flow 
Rate 

Q (m3/s)

Depth
d (m)

100 (Final Report) 423 2.5

100 (UNESCO) 517 2.9

500 (UNESCO) 704 3.6

1000 (UNESCO) 807 4.1



Land Use Plan (May 19)

NCC MASTER PLAN



NCC MASTER PLAN

Phase 1 Land Use Plan (May 19)



Current Channel Design Currently, the river sections 
are imagined as channels 
with dikes on the sides, 
which may create a wall-like 
experience

NCC MASTER PLAN



RESILIENCE: KEY QUESTIONS

• Are the design guidelines sufficient from the 
perspective of business continuity and the 
protection of economic value?

• Can we think about the river/floodplain so that it 
becomes a social and economical asset for Clark 
Green City, and save cost in the process?

• Can we link a open space strategy to a community 
resilience strategy?

Bishan Ang Mo Kio Park (Before Restoration)

Bishan Ang Mo Kio Park (After Restoration)













Conceptual 
Master Plan
Dated August 2017
View looking south

The rigid formality of the conceptual
master plan is often in opposition  to 
the natural terrain. As originally  
conceived, these moments of
discordance would require extensive  
engineering and re-grading to resolve.
While this issue is apparent across  the site, 
the most stark conflicts occur  between the 
existing river and the  proposed green zone.

Master Plan Green Zone

Naturalized River Zone
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Master Plan River
Channel
An engineered approach

The channeliz ed river in the Master
Plan does not respond to the natural
topography or established river flow
conditions. It proposes a series of
engineered 90-degree turns, requiring  
extensive concrete infrastructure, an  
approach at odds with modern water  
management practice.

A standard, professional water-focused  
engineering approach would instead use  
regular off-sets from the natural waterway  
to build capacity in the channel. Limited
re-grading and dredging would occur within  
these offsets only, and concrete canals  
could be avoided.Master Plan River ChannelQ1000(225m)

100
Q (150m)

Q15(75m)

Qbase(15m)
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Adapted Channel
Widths
An event-based approach

Qbase base river channel 15m

Q15 15-year flood 75m

Q100 100-year flood 150m

Q1000 1000-year flood 225m

A standard, professional water-focused  
engineering approach would instead use  
regular off-sets from the natural waterway  
to build capacity in the channel. Limited
re-grading and dredging would occur within  
these offsets only, and concrete canals  
could be avoided.1000

Q (225m)

Q100(150m)

15
Q (75m)

Qbase(15m)
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Refined Channel
Widths
A design approach

Taking the engineering offsets as a guideline  
and starting point, the design can be further  
refined according to the existing natural  
topography.

The revised channel widths and river zone  
are based on a more holistic and resilient  
approach to the river that incorporates  
both the natural topography and an event-
based engineering.

This strategy better aligns ecologic value  
and urban functions, while respecting  
the current development process and  
associated real estate investments.

Q1000

Q100

Q
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Natural Topography
“Low river bank”

The natural low river bank marks the river  
condition during base conditions.

Low River Bank
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Natural Topography
“High river bank”

The natural low river bank marks the river  
condition during base conditions.

The natural high river bank shows the  
frequently flooded zone during wet season.

High River Bank

Low River Bank
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Natural Topography
Natural Floodplain

The natural low river bank marks the river  
condition during base conditions.

The natural high river bank shows the  
frequently flooded zone during wet season.

The natural 100 year floodplain is the area
estimated to have a 1% chance of flooding
in any given year.

It is critical that development is avoided  
as much as possible in this zone. If
development does occur, proper protection  
must be offered.

100 Year Floodplain
(existing natural condition)

High River Bank

Low River Bank
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Proposed Edge Toolkit
An urban edge

The proposed urban edge uses engineered  
options, such as bulkheads with raised  
promenades, to protect the land adjacent  
to the river zone from flooding, while also  
providing urban functions and amenities.

Its urban functions are predominantly used
for recreation, also supporting commercial
and residential areas through promenades,
playgrounds, amphitheaters, and seating.

Urban Edge
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Proposed Edge Toolkit
A landscape edge

The proposed landscape edge creates a  
gradual slope of green landscape from the  
urban fabric to the river zone, aiding in  
stabilizing the river bank, leaving a more  
natural ecologic condition.

The urban functions may include  
recreational areas such as sports fields,  
temporary event venues, walking trails, and  
bike routes.

Landscape Edge
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Proposed Edge Toolkit
A naturalized edge

The proposed natural edge is a “soft”  
edge that acts as a natural buffer between  
the floodplain and urban area. This edge  
receives little hard engineering.

Urban functions may include a nature  
preserve, wetland, and some recreational  
areas, such as park facilities and  
boardwalks.

Natural Edge
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Edge Toolkit
Typology
All conditions

The three edge types form the proposed  
river zone. The different edges offer  
multiple benefits, such as increased  
protection from various levels of riverine  
flooding, preserved ecosystem services,  and 
many sustainable urban benefits. These  
designed edges create areas with diverse  
activities where residents and visitors can
interact with the river, ultimately, enhancing  
urban life and real estate assets as well.

Natural Edge

Landscape Edge

Urban Edge
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In coordination with the edge treatments,  
the water channel itself can be lightly  
refined to ensure adequate capacity.

...

Two check dams are proposed along the  
river zone to control flow and flooding.

Check Dam 1
spillway elevation at El. +69.0m  
permanent lake volume ~30,000m3

Check Dam 2
spillway elevation at El. +66.0m  
permanent lake volume~130,000m3  
dam elevation at +69.0m
wet weather retention volume
= ~825,000m3

Proposed Waterway
Hybridizing Natural &Engineered

Check Dam 1

Check Dam 2

Permanent Lake
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The river zone acts as the city's signature  
open space connecting to other smaller  
green infrastructure through boulevards  
and parks, forming a holistic green network.

Proposed Plan
Connecting a green infrastructure network

Bridge

Green Infrastructure  
in the blocks

River zone

Check Dam with pedestrian/bike bridge
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Proposed Plan 
Phase 1
Developing on the north side of the river
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In order to achieve a successful  
development anchored by a signature river  
zone, smart phasing and cost efficiencies  
become critical. Phase 1 development  
should prioritize the north side of the river,  
including civic institutions, public green  
space, commercial, and mixed use areas.



Proposed River Zone
Plan
A smart, sustainable, disaster-resilient city...
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Further development of the plan will be  
completed after the phase 1 development.

The proposed river zone plan is a  
combination of flood resilient design and  
dynamic open space network connections,  
resulting in an enhanced urban experience  
for residents and visitors. The extensive  
cost-savings achieved by working with  
nature (instead of against it) can be re-
invested in social and civic amenities.



Urban Functions in the
River Zone
Programming the River Zone

Development of the River Zone creates  
an opportunity to better align urban  
and ecosystem services for New Clark  
City through strategic programming.
Seasonal programming, as well as, dry and  
wet weather conditions offer different  
opportunities for various users to interact  
with the river.

Flow
Condition

Dry Weather  
Programming

Dry Weather  

Qbase

Kayaking, fishing,  
floating market

Wet Weather  

Q15

Urban wetland,
fisheries, agriculture

Wet Weather  

Q100

Playground, bike path,
sports field

Wet Weather
Q

1000

Park facilities  
(elevated boardwalks),  

restrooms

Q1000

Park facilities,
restrooms, temporary  
outdoor event venues

Q15

Urban wetland,
agriculture, fisheries

Q100

Playgrounds, bike
paths, sports fields

QBase

Kayaking, fishing, floating
market, agriculture
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Dry
Season
Flow Conditions

Seasonal programming, as well as, dry and  
wet weather conditions offer different  
opportunities for various users to interact  
with the river.

During the dry season, with more of the  
River Zone exposed, programming can  
range from active uses such as bike races  
and group exercise classes, to leisure  
activities such as picnics and outdoor  
learning experiences.

Active recreation like bike  
paths or training routes

Young school kids  
enjoying class
outdoors

Q100

Q1000

Qbase
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Wet
Season
Flow Conditions

Seasonal programming, as well as, dry and  
wet weather conditions offer different  
opportunities for various users to interact  
with the river.

The wet season for this region, spans  
from June to October. It is anticipated that
conditions such as Q100 levels, will be more  
frequent at this site. Programming during  
these conditions can include fishing and  
water sport activities, as well as support  
ecosytem services like wetlands.

Quiet fishing spotsand
other leisureareas

Group kayaking and  
canoing

Q100

Q1000

Qbase
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• Unique selling point
in relation to Manila 
market

• Ecosystem benefits
• Community benefits
• Cost benefits
• More adaptive

River Park



From River Study to Resilience Framework
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RESILIENCE DIVIDEND

+

Using process of Design 
Standard Guidelines, 
Program Management + 
Transaction Advisory to 
develop and build real 
examples of integrated 
resilience in New Clark City 
as an inspiration for both 
urban development in the 
Philippines and for ADB’s 
agency to implement 
change



DESIGN IS CRITICAL
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